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 H. 95 mm
(Unifix 300.1C 

& Unisun 300.12M)





TITABLE BRACKET FOR 
UNITECK PANELS

When parked, 
Tilted position

On the move, 
Locked position, flat

COMPATIBLE ROOF

VEHICLE

Mounting Brackets - UNIFIX 300.1C 
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The UNIFIX 300.1C bracket has been specially designed to fix your 300W Uniteck 
solar panel on any flat and rigid surface (e.g.: fitted van, camper van,  
mobile home, barge...). 

Its multi-position system on jacks allows you to optimise your performance by 
effortlessly choosing the most suitable inclination, from 0° to 65°, for a production 
that is up to 40% higher than a flat mounting.
 
Easy to install, the UNIFIX 300.1C can be fixed :  
-by gluing (glue to be provided) 
-by bolting (screws to be provided) 
-on the roof rack of your vehicle (brackets to be provided) 
 
Its aluminium structure, combined with its stainless steel screws, offers strength 
and lightness.  
 
For a perfect integration, UNIFIX 300.1C can be painted according to the colour of 
your vehicle (painting to be provided).  

Designed,

made in France

  UNITECK

 Corrosion resistant  

Aluminium and stainless 

steel screws

 Easy to install

 Reclinable from 0 to 65°

 Adaptable to all types of 

vehicle roofs

P Secure system

E Painting possible

LOCKING 

SYSTEM

Key lock to secure your 

system in a flat position 

when moving and protect it 

against theft. 

EASY TILT

Equipped with double gas 

struts to effortlessly change 

the tilt while keeping the 

selected position locked.

UNIFIX 300.1C

For Unisun 300.12M

with dimensions :

-Lenght of 1500 mm

-Width of 990 mm

Ref 3072

Reclinable  

from 0 to 65°

ADJUSTABLE INCLINATION 

Tilt system with 45° and 65° 

stop angles, or from 0 to 65° 

thanks to the rope system, 

to optimise your electrical 

performance according 

to the position of the sun 

during the day. 

1500 mm

920 mm

EASY MAINTENANCE

Maintenance-free, sealed 

cylinders with automatic 

internal lubrication. 

RACKWAVYFLAT

NEW




